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11.1. Answer the questions:  

EXAMPLE: Which word means cheap? buy inexpensive  coin money 

Which of these is lightest? iron air petrol water 

Where does a mechanic work? in an office in a garage in a hotel on a bus 

The opposite of the bottom is the front the side the end the top 

Which word means the same as happy? funny glad sad miserable 

Sun is to day as moon is to night morning month week 

Which has feathers? a pig a monkey a shark a goose 

Which of these colours is also a fruit? white brown pink orange 

Which means to permit? to allow to push to persuade to help 

The opposite of to fill is to remove to empty to shut to close 

Which of these is green?  leather lawn sky cheese 

Which is not metal? iron steel gold glass 

Which word means the same as nasty? unfair horrible nice dull 

big is to huge as little is to  large tiny cheap great 

Which word means the same as hard? difference difficult different daffodil 

What is the opposite of heavy? smooth light easy soft 

Which of these does not have legs? an aeroplane a bird a rat jeans 

Which of these sells meat? a florist a baker a butcher a grocer 

 

11.2. Put into the Past Tense:  

Two days ago the famous rock star Billie Baloe ...disappeared... (disappear).  

She ..................... (leave) her comfortable home in Mendocino at 10 o’clock  

on Sunday morning. Her neighbour ................. (see)  her outside her house.  

”A taxi ............................... (arrive) at 10 o’clock. Billie ...................... (come)  

out of her house. She .......................... (say)  “hello” to me and then she ..................... (get) into the taxi. 

She ...................... (have) her small pink bag.”  

The taxi ....................... (take)  her to Downtown San Francisco. When Billie’s partner .......................... 

(come)  to see her, he ............................. (can) not find Billie. He ........................... (send) her some 

SMS, but he ............................. (do not) get any answer. He ........................... (wait) till 10 o’clock. Then 

he ........................ (call) the police. Yesterday a postman ...........................(find) Billie’s bag at Baker’s 

Beach near Golden Gate Bridge. He ............................. (give) it to the police.  

 


